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Abstract
This paper develops an algorithm for recovering a collection of linear cracks ill a homogeneous
electrical conductor from boundary' measurements of voltages induced by specified current
fluxes. The technique is a variation of Newton's method and is based on taking weighted
averages of the boundary data. The method also adaptively changes the applied current flux
at each iteration to maintain inaximum sensitivity to the estimated locations of the cracks.
1The first author is partially supported by National Aeronautics and Space Administration contracts
NAS1-18605 and NAS1-19480; the second author is partially supported by National Science Foundation
Grant DMS-89-02532 and AFOSR Contract 89-NM-605.

1 Introduction
In this paper we develop a very efficient computational algorithm to reconstruct a collection
of linear cracks inside a homogeneous conductor from electrostatic boundary measurements.
The algorithm in this paper can be seen as a natural extension of the algorithm developed in
[15] for the reconstruction of a single crack. This extension poses several theoretical as well
as practical challenges. We have also significantly improved the efficiency and versatility of
the earlier algorithm by basing all computations for the underlying conductance problem on
a one-dimensional boundary integral formulation instead of a two-dimensional finite element
formulation. It should be mentioned here that boundary integral formulations have been used
in other implementations of (single) crack reconstruction algorithms [13], [14], and also that
progress on the development of an algorithm for the reconstruction of a single (penny-shaped)
crack inside a three dimensional object is reported in [14]. Algorithms like the one discussed
in this paper are significantly different from more general purpose imaging algorithms (@
[3], [6], [9], [16]) that seek to reconstruct an unknown distributed conductivity profile from
similar boundary measurements. Algorithms such as ours are based on the assumption that
certain apriori information about the profile is available and they incorporate this knowledge
into the reconstruction in such a way as to achieve better continuous dependence and better
discrete approximation properties. One important feature of the present algorithm is that
it is based on an adaptive change of the prescribed boundary current patterns to ensure
"maximal" sensitivity. The idea to use some kind of "optimal" current pattern in connection
with impedance imaging has been developed by Gisser, Isaacson and Newell (@ [9]); the
specific strategy we use is somewhat different from theirs and ties in directly with the iterative
procedure (it does not rely on any eigenfunctions). Our reconstruction is based on the usage
of relatively few averages of the boundary voltage measurements (as opposed to all the
boundary voltage data). In addition to improving the efficiency of the algorithm, this should
also decrease the probability of getting caught in a local minimum when compared to more
standard output least-squares algorithms.
An outline of this paper is as follows. In Section 2 we present the "customary" mathe-
matical model of electrostatic conductance for a smooth, isotropic background medium that
contains a collection of cracks. In particular we demonstrate the duality between the notions
of perfectly insulating cracks and perfectly conducting cracks. We also briefly discuss known
uniqueness and continuous dependence results. Section 3 contains a detailed description of
the 4n functionals that we use for the reconstruction of a collection of n or fewer linear cracks.
This section also provides a discussion of the adaptive strategy that we use for the selection
of the "maximally sensitive" electrode locations. The boundary integral formulation of the
electrostatic conductance problem and its discretization by Nystrgm's method is the topic of
Section 4. The central part of the reconstruction algorithm is a version of Newton's method.
This particular version together with the required gradient computation is discussed in Sec-
tion 5. Section 6 contains a selection of representative computational experiments with our
algorithm. Finally in Section 7 we provide a brief summary of our results and a description
of possible future developments.
2 The Mathematical Model
A single crack is commonly modeled as a perfectly insulating curve _r. With a background
conductivity 0 < 70 _< 7(x) _< 3'1 and a finite collection of cracks _ = U_=lcrk , the steady
state conductance equations thus read
v.( vv) = 0 in n\r ,
Ov
70 u - 0 on E,
with appropriate boundary conditions on 0f_, e.g.,
(2.1)
v = ¢ on 0f_. (2.2)
The field u is normal to _. The function v represents the voltage potential induced in f_.
We assume that f_ is simply connected, i.e., it has no holes, and so the entire boundary/)f_
is accessible from the "outside". Let u denote the "v-harmonic" conjugate to v. It is related
to v by the formula
(Vu)± = 7Vv, (2.3)
where 2_ indicates counter-clockwise rotation by rr/2. For a particular set of constants
ck, k = l, ... , n, the function u solves the problem
v.(7-'vu) = 0 in fl\E,
u = ek on _rk, k= 1, ...,n
(2.4)
with
7-10u 0¢
0-T = _ = Oss on 0a. (2.5)
Here s denotes the counter-clockwise tangent direction on OFt and v denotes the outward
normal on Off. For these particular constants, finding a solution to (2.1), (2.2) is thus
equivalent to finding a solution to (2.4), (2.5). The constants ca may (up to a common
additive constant) be characterized in several equivalent ways:
(a) Let A be the n x n-matrix with elements A O = fa 7 -l_TU{i}VU{j}dx and let b be the
n-vector with elements bi = foa _ U(Ods, where U (j}, j = 1,...,n, denote the solutions
to
V.(7-_VU {j)) = 0 in f_X:E,
U (j) = 1 on _rj,
U {j} = 0 on ok, k Cj
with
OU(3)
7 -1 -0 on OFt.
Ov
Then the vector e = (cl, .... ,c,_) t is the solution to Ac = b.
(b) The "7-harmonic" conjugate, u, satisfies f_,[7-'_-_ _] ds = O, 1 <_ k <_ n. Here
=7-' 0H __, 0u0,_ T _ denotes the jump in the normal flux across the curve ak. 2
Furthermore, the set of constants {ck}_=l is the unique set of constants for which the
solution to (2.4), (2.5) has this property.
2The expression o@+ denotes the limit of the derivative (in the direction v) as one approaches v'_: from
the side to which v points, o,, denotes the limit as one approaches ak from the opposite side.S-iT
(c) Let T be a fixed point on 012, in a neighborhood of which 4 is smooth. Let rk be
a smooth curve in 12 \ E connecting T to an interior point of the crack crk, and let
s denote the unit tangent direction along rk, pointing from T towards _rk. Then the
constants ck are given by the formulae
f Ovck = - 3`-_v ds + u(T),
k
where v denotes the normal field v = -s ±.
The characterization (c) is a direct consequence of the relation (2.3). The characteri-
zations (a) and (b) are practically much more useful; they'are both a consequence of the
following well known result from convex duality.
Proposition 2.1 /f ¢ is an element of H1/2(012), then the field _ = 7Vv is the (unique)
minimizer of the functional
1 (2.6)
in the space H = L2(f_)Vl{r/:V-r/=0 in 12\E, 77.v=0on ak, k=l,... ,n}.
It is not difficult to see that any element of the space H satisfies V .r/ = 0 in all of
12 and therefore has the form r/ = (Vw) ± for some w E H1(12), with w being constant on
each crk. Conversely, it is also true that any vector field of the form 71= (Vw) ±, w E H_(f_)
N{w = constant on each crk, k = 1, ..., n}, is in the space H. After insertion into (2.6) we
obtain 3'Vv = (Vu) ±, where u is the minimizer of the functional
/. /01 7-alVw] 2 dx - --w ds2 a Os
in the space Hl(ft)N {w = constant on each o'_, k = 1, ..., n}. This provides a variational
characterization of the "3,-harmonic" conjugate to v. Let F(d), d C IR'_, denote the expression
F(d) = + - + d V(k))
k=l fl k=l
From the above discussion it is clear that the set of constants corresponding to u are char-
acterized by the fact that d = 0 is a minimum of F. Equivalently (because of the form of
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F), the set of constants corresponding to u are characterized by the fact that d = 0 is a
stationary point for F. Stationarity of d = 0 is equivalent to the conditions
/7-1VttVU (k) dx = [ _bU (k) ds, k= 1, ... ,n. (2.7)
Jf_ JO n
From integration by parts (on the domain f_ \ E) we have
Ou
Insertion of this into (2.7) now gives that the set of constants corresponding to u are char-
acterized by
ouI de= 0k Ou
as asserted in (b).
On the other hand, the function u has the form
n
where u0 is the solution to
k=l, ... ,n,
= uo + (2.8)
i=1
V'("/-lVlLO) -_ 0 in f_\ _,
Uo = 0 on _rk, k=l,...,n,
(2.9)
with
-10UO
"Y 0--_ = _ on 0ft. (2.10)
Because of (2.9) and (2.10) we have fa 7-aVu0 VU(k) dx = 0; by insertion of (2.8) into (2.7)
and use of this formula we now obtain
_ci['7-1VU(i)VU (k) dx = [ _bU (k) de k = 1,..., n_
i=1 dfl dO
which is exactly the characterization (a). The above argument rests on the fact that 4 is
in H1/2(Ofl) (_ is in H-1/2(Ofl)). However, by continuity the characterizations carry over
to cases in which _ (and _b) are not necessarily so regular that u is a variational solution.
In particular these characterizations remain valid if _b consists of delta functions, a type of
boundary current we shall repeatedly use in this paper.
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Sinceu and v are related by the equation (Vu) ± = 7Vv, it is clear that knowledge of the
pair (¢,-y_tan) is equivalent to knowledge of the pair (uIan , _b). It is much more convenient
to work with the function u as opposed to the function v, and we shall entirely do so for
the development of our algorithm. In particular by working with u we avoid the difficulties
that are associated with non integrable kernels in the integral equation formulation (cf. [12],
[14]).
Let Po, ... , PM be M + 1 points on oq_; we assume that these points are labeled in order
of counter-clockwise appearance, starting from Po. For the crack reconstruction we utilize
solutions corresponding to the two-electrode currents _bj = 5p0 - 5pj, j = 1,..., M,
7'.(7-1XTuj) = 0 in fl\E,
Uj = o(J)'_k on ak, k= 1, ...,n,
(2.11)
with
-10uj
7 Ov -- 5t'o -- 6p_ on 0_t, (2.12)
°---b-] = = ,the constants c_j) being selected so that fo_[7 -1 a_ J ds 0 for k 1 ... ,n. The inverse
problem may now be stated explicitly as follows:
We seek to reconstruct the collection of cracks E = U_=lo'k from knowledge of the boundary
voltage data { ujlon }Ma corresponding to the prescribed two-electrode currents 7 -1 _ -- 5po - 55,
j=l, ... ,M.
It is known that boundary voltage measurements corresponding to M = n + 1 fixed two-
electrode currents suffice to uniquely identify a collection of n (or fewer) cracks [4]. This
result is an extension of a result in [8] which asserts that boundary voltage measurements
corresponding to two fixed two-electrode currents suffice to uniquely identify a single crack.
Recently an interesting continuous dependence estimate has been obtained for the case when
the background conductivity is constant and there is at most one crack Ill. Briefly described,
this estimate states that if the boundary voltage data (on some open subset of/)fl) deviale
by e then the crack locations differ by at most [log(I logel)] -_/a. In the present paper shall
always try to fit the data entirely by means of linear cracks. For such cracks one can
hope to have better continuous dependence estimates, as indicated by the results in [8]. As
was the case in [15], we base the reconstruction of the cracks on the values of a number
6
of functionals (as opposed to all the boundary voltage measurements). In [15] we used 4
functionals corresponding to the reconstruction of a single linear crack; the natural extension
is to use 4n functionals for the reconstruction of n cracks. In the following section we give
a careful description of these functionals.
3 The Functionals
We now specialize to the case of a constant background conductivity, 3' = 1. Let F denote
the vector-valued function
F(E, _b, w) = (F(E, ¢, w(')), F(E, ¢, w(2)), F(E, ¢, w(3)), F(E, _, w (4)))',
where F(E, _b, w) is given by
F(S, _b, w) = fan u(£, g,) OWouds,
and where w (i), 1 < i < 4, are particular solutions of
/Xw=O in IR2\E.
(:3.1)
The function u = u(_, _b) is the solution to
Au = 0 in f_\Y;,
u = ck on ah,
Ou
- _b on OfL
Ov
= 1,...,n, (3.2)
with the constants ck uniquely specified by
fo uds=Oa and f_ [O-_u] ds:O,k k:l,...,n.
The exact selection of boundary currents ¢ and test functions w = (w 0), w (2), w (a), w(4)) t is
very important and will be discussed shortly. We select one _ and one w corresponding to
each crack o'k; whenever we want to emphasize this correspondence we use the notation
(w 0) w (:) w(a) w(4k))_¢_k and w_k =_ _k' _k' _k'
We have for convenience chosen the normalization fan u ds = 0 for the voltage potential. We
shall always select w so that
a O-_ds=O' and _ [ Ou J ds=O k= 1,...,n. (:3.3)
Because of the first identity in (3.3) the function F is unchanged by the addition of a
constant to u, and we could therefore just as easily work with any other normalization.
The components of F are just weighted averages of the boundary voltage data. We use a
weighting function of the form aw because of the relation
/0 'u(E,O) ds = Vu(E,_p)Vw dx (3.4)
that exists between the expression in equation (3.1) and the energy bilinear form (by means
of Green's formula). As will be seen later, these averages are equivalent, in the absence of
any crack, to the set of the first 4 nontrivial Fourier modes of the induced boundary voltage.
The data for our reconstruction consist of measured boundary potentials corresponding
to certain prescribed two-electrode boundary currents. We denote the voltage data cor-
responding to the boundary current _p by g(¢) and define a corresponding vector-valued
function
f (_,,w) = (f(_b,w(l)),f(_b,w(2)),f(_b,w(3)),f(_,w(4))) t,
where f(_b, w)is given by
t" Ow
f(g,,w) = Jo g(g,)--_ ds,
and where w (_) are the same functions as before. Our algorithm seeks a solution E = {ak}_=l
to the 4n equations
_(_,_,w_) = f (_,w_), 1 _<k < _.
Consequently, we do not use information about the full boundary voltages for the recon-
struction; we only use information about the values of these particular functionals.
We implicitly assume that our data is consistent so that f (¢,,, w_ k) corresponds to some
collection of cracks E* (E* may consist of fewer than n cracks). In reality we therefore solve
Gk(Z) = 0, 1 _<k < _, (:_.5)
with
Gk(2) = F(E,¢_,w_)-F(2*,¢_k,w_)
= F(_,_G_,w_)-f (¢_k,w_).
(3.6)
Clearly 2" is a solution to (3.5). If the Frechet derivative Dr.{Gk }l_=_" (a 4n x 4n matrix)
is nonsingular, then 2" is indeed the unique solution to (3.5) near _*, and furthermore, one
may expect that some variation of Newton's method will be an efficient solution technique.
Differentiation with application of the "chain rule" yields the expression
for the derivative with respect to _ (at 2"), the right hand side of which is a 4n x 4n matrix
with rows
. ° 1'2
D_F(Z,V_;, %]1_=_ = foaD_u(2,¢_*)lx=_" "k_- _ ds, (3.7)
1 <k<n, 1 <i<4.
In [15] we explicitly calculated the expression (3.7) in terms of u and 0_ (eliminating D2u);
we used this alternate expression for the selection of the "maximally sensitive two-electrode"
currents as well as for the Newton's update itself. In our implementation here we shall rely
on essentially the same technique as in [15] for the selection of two-electrode currents, but
we shall directly compute the derivative of u(F_, _b) with respect to _ at the discrete level
(cf. Section 5) for use with the Newton's update.
When talking about the derivative with respect to 2, we mean the derivative with respect
to the 4n parameters that are used to describe 2. Just as in [15] we parametrize a single
crack by (b_, b2), 0, and £, where (b_, b2) are the coordinates of one endpoint, 0 is the counter-
clockwise angle between the crack and the hairline y --- b2, x > bl , and ._ is the length of the
crack (here coordinates of points are relative to a fixed reference coordinate system). For
convenience we order these coordinates q = (0, b2, bl, A); the parameter set corresponding to
Z is now given by the vector Q = (q_,q2, ..., qn) t- The derivative D_{Gk} consists of the
(n :) 4 x 4 blocks
Dq, Gk.
At the solution, E = E*, these blocks equal
Dq, F(Q, _bo_, Wo:)lQ=Q, • (3.8)
If the derivatives (3.8) are formed at some Q0 not equal to Q* then they no longer represent
the full derivative of {Gk}; the latter also includes terms where wok and ¢ok are differentiated
through (cf. (3.6)). For the Newton's update we use a more complete "derivative" which
includes the terms that arise when the wok are differentiated through, but we do not include
differentiation through ¢_k' The goal behind the choice of w_ k and ¢ok is to make the
derivative of {Gk} as far from singular as possible at E -_ E °, the current stage of the
iteration.
In order to describe the choice of wok we select a coordinate system such that ak lies on
the positive xl axis, with one endpoint at the origin. In this coordinate system we choose
w O) = Im[z], w(2)= Im[z2],
Ok (7 k (3.9)
= 2 (3.10)
ok -Re[(z- Ak)V/z(z- Ak)], Re(z)< _2
= (3.11)
-Re[v/Z(Z- )_k)], Re(z)< _2
where z = xl +ix2 and ha denotes the length of crk. The functions w TMand w (4) are extended
(7 k O k
to Re(z) = Ak/2 by continuity. Except for a change in w (4) this is exactly the same choice
o" k ,
of test functions as in [15]. Since they are harmonic in a, the two functions w(_lk) and w(_2k)
clearly satisfy (3.3). It requires some extra calculations to check that w TM and w (4) also
Ok _7 k
satisfy (3.3); for reasons of brevity we omit these calculations here. The fact that w TM and
o- k
w(4)okdo indeed satisfy (3.3) makes the Remark 1 in Section 3 of [15] superfluous. Notice that
w(0 1 < i < 4, vanish on the crack _rk.
o k '
Remark
Given the specific form of the weight functions w(0 it is now fairly easy to explain why, in
o- k
the definition of Gk, we pick a distinct boundary current g'ok corresponding to each k. If as
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an extremewe had pickedthe sameboundary current _bcorrespondingto eachcrack, then
the first two equationsof (3.5), (3.6) would be solved
0
(.)_(_,,) as = /0n
for all k if
°(x)g(_) d_,
(y)g(¢) d._,
/o_ 0_(.y)_(_, _)d_
= f0a 0 2
_(x - y_)_(_,)d_
= /o,__(x_)g(¢)d_,,
where (x, y) denote coordinates relative to some fixed coordinate system. The system (3.5),
(3.6) would therefore represent no more than 2n + 4 equations for the 4n unknowns of E.
For n > 2 this immediately leads to "underdetermination" and a singular Jacobian. •
In [15] we analyzed the structure of the derivative
DqF(q, {_oo, w_0 ) [q=q0, (3.12)
for the case of a single crack (and with a slightly different choice of w(_4k)). With the ordering
of the parameters (0, b2, bl, A) we found that this 4 x 4 matrix was lower triangular. We also
found that if the test functions w (i), 1 < i < 4, had been selected harmonic (and 0 on the
crack) then the last two columns in this matrix would have been zero. Test functions with
singularities like w (a) and w (4) are thus essential to insure that this matrix is non-singular.
Since the only change we make in the test functions concern w (4) we do not destroy the lower
triangular structure of this derivative for the one crack case. In the multiple crack case the
counterparts of the matrix just discussed are the diagonal entries
Dqk F(Q, _b_?, w_0 ) ]Q=Q0.
It is worthwhile noticing that these matrices do not inherit the lower triangular structure.
For a any fixed crack ak contributions corresponding to the other cracks will appear above
. (i)
the diagonal. These contributions are of the form - f,L rt_jw_k,j°_(i) ds, where the functions w,k,j
are related to w (i) by the formulae
o- k
-- " , "tUff k ,'2 --
t_ak'l (_'2
(') °w(:2 _(_) = (_,,x:) _. vl_(')__,
ot_ak,3 -- OX 1 _ ak,4
(3.13)
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cf. [15], page 921. However, it is our practical experience that the above selection of w (0
together with the appropriate selection of the two-electrode current _b_,k (to be discussed
below) is a very effective way of achieving a Fr_chet derivative which is far from singular.
Remark
It is interesting to consider the limit Ak _ 0 as one endpoint and the direction of the crack
stay fixed. Let ak be a crack with endpoint at (bl,b2), zero angle, and length Ak. The
corresponding limits of the functions w (i) are given in absolute coordinates by
o"k
W(o1) = y - b2, w (:) = 2(x - bl)(y - b2), (3.14)
W0 TM ---- (X -- 51) 2 -- (y -- 52) 2, W(O 4)'-_ X -- b 1.
Actually, w(1)ok= w(1) and w(2k) = w (2) identically, since these two functions do not depend
on the crack length. Moreover, the approximations w (3) _ W(o3) and w (4) _ w (4) for the third(7 k O"k
and fourth functionals are quite accurate sufficiently far away (e.g. two crack lengths) from
the crack. If _ is the unit ball and g(0), 0 _< 0 _< 2_, is the limiting boundary voltage, and
F ° = lim_k_0 F(E, ¢, w(0), then (3.14) gives
F° = fg_g(0)sin0 a0
F,° = 2fo2'_g(O)sin20dO- 251f_g(O)sinO dO- 2b2f(_g(O)cosOdO
F° = 2f(_'g(O)cos20dO- 2b,f_o'g(O)cosOdO+ 2b2f(_'g(O)sinOdO
F° = fo_'g(O)cosO_0.
In the limit Ak ---* 0, F thus represents the first 4 Fourier modes of the boundary data. •
The change we have made in w (4) can be explained from this remark: with the choice made
in [15] w TMand w (4) had the same limit as A --, 0. The boundary integral implementation of
the algorithm would therefore occasionally attempt to fit the data by just making the cracks
very small, since it then in effect only would have to satisfy 3n equations (using 3n unknowns)
as opposed to satisfying a larger set of 4n equations. We did not encounter this phenomenon
in any of the single crack experiments performed in [15] since the implementation there
was based on a 2-d finite element formulation, which effectively put a lower bound on the
crack length. The new w (4) we have introduced here is simply a (correctly scaled) linear
combination of the w (4) and w TMused in [15].
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For the selectionof the current g,o_we rely on anappropriate adaptation of the technique
developedin [15]. In that paper we calculatedthat the first and seconddiagonalentries of
the matrix (3.12)are rn and 2m respectively, where m denotes tile expression
?rt _ f_ It 0b'
We then proceeded to select a two-electrode current which made this expression largest
possible. In the multiple crack case the first diagonal entry of the k'th diagonal block of
{Dr_F(Y;, _b.k,w,.k)}_=, is given by
fo u°W_k'l "t'w(1)mk= f_ Ol] V-" ak,1
where • (1) is as defined by (3.13).UaCrk ,1
Consider the function G e S 1(_ \ _rk) satisfying
f [o-],(1)& (3.15)ds- Etek , -_u _,1 ,
A_'k = 0 in f_\ok,
sck = 0 on ok, (3.16)
(]Wak,1
- on Oft.
Ou Ou
(1) AfterNote that o (1) does not identically vanish on crk, so that G is different from w,k._.U_O'k,1
insertion of _k into (3.15) we have
. (1) ds Et#k ds
mk = u _Pw_.k,1 -- _ c_k,1
= - k [0 -_ul_k - u[ ] ds (3.17)
w_lk!l ) ds
a k ,1 } 1
To obtain the last identity we have used the fact that _k = 0 on _rk and that
O(k ds=- 0G _ (1)
a-_u ds = - n Ou ds = O.
Concerning the two terms in the last expression of equation (3.17), it is reasonable to assume
that the first term foa _b(G " (_)
- _',k,1) ds will be the larger (at least for moderate size cracks).
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If wenow substitute _ = 5e - 6Q into the last expression in (3.17) and disregard the second
term we get
rftk _" (_k w_lk!l)(P) --([k _ (1)
- - k,,)(Q)- (3.1s)
We now chose _ol = 5,"0 -5p, so that P0 maximizes (_, - w(_'l{i)(P) and P1 minimizes
(_1 (1)
-w.,,1)(O). Forsubsequent2 < k <., wechose_._ = &0-% (the same e0 as for k = _)
where Pk is selected so that the expression ({k - w (1) w (1),k,,)(P0)-(_k - c_k,1)(Pk)is of maximal
magnitude, subject to the constraint that the points P0, P1, P2,-.., pn stay well separated.
We cannot allow any of the Pj to coincide, for then we would be duplicating boundary
measurements, potentially leading to a singular Jacobian as described in the remark before.
The above construction makes the two-electrode currents appear somewhat like the currents
used for the uniqueness result proven in [4]. For the uniqueness result we needed n + 1
two-electrode currents with n + 2 distinct electrode locations - the currents prescribed above
only number n (with n + 1 electrode locations). We expect that this deficiency is more than
compensated by the fact that the electrode locations change as the iterations proceed.
4 Integral Equation Formulation and Discretization
We now proceed to formulate the boundary value problem (3.2) as an integral equation on
the boundary of the region f_ \ E. Let F(x, y) denote the fundamental solution for the two
dimensional Laplacian given by
1
F(x,y)= _-_log(lx-y[) , x,yelR 2.
The application of standard potential theory arguments (see [7], Sections 3.B-3.D) shows
that u, the solution to (3.2), for x E f_ \ E, can be represented as
_(x)=/o.(_(y) r(x,y)-r(x,_)V(_))d_-_ r(x,y) _ (y)ds_. (4.1)
k=l
Hereo@y on 0f_ denotes the normal outward derivative with respect to the y variable. On
a note tt eium,any of the cracks ak, v denotes a unit normal field and 5-7. - o._ o.+
in the normal flux across the crack. To simplify notation we shall use the notation 4)k for
14
[0HIthe jump 5-;, across crk. The formula (4.1) expresses the value of u at any point in fl\ E in
terms of the Dirichlet and Neumann data for u on 0f_ and the jump in 0,, across the cracks
E. This is simply Green's third identity applied to the region fl \ E. It is straightforward
[0_] has at most an r -1/2 singularity at the endpoints of any crack andto check that since
since the singularity of F at x = y is only logarithmic, equation (4.1) also holds for x E E.
Because u is a constant cl on at (and continuous in fl) this implies that
[ (_(v) r(x,y)- r(x,y)_(_))d_- }2 r(x,y)¢k(y)d.% =c, (4.2)
f_ k=l k
for x C al- For x C Of_, an argument similar to that which led to (4.1) leads to the equation
k=l k
As discussed earlier, if the constants cl are treated as unknowns they can be determined
uniquely from
_ ¢_ds=O, 1=1,... (4.4)
l
with the normalization foa u ds = O. Combining these n + 1 conditions with equations (4.2)
and (4.3) we arrive at the following system of integral equations
lu'x'(_ +fo u(y) ['(x,y)ds_ - _ r(x,y)_k(y)&, (4.5)
2 f_ k=l k
= f r(x,y)V,(y)d_%,, z E O_
dO fl
k=l k
= foa r(x,y)_,(y)&_, _ _ o-,
with the additional constraints
f ¢lds = O,
l
fo u ds = O.
l= 1,...n, (4.7)
The unknowns here are the value of u on OFt, Ck on crk and the constants cl, l = 1,...,n.
Given a set of cracks E and Neumann data !b one can solve equations (4.5), (4.6) and (4.7)
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to obtain these quantities. The solution to the boundary value problem (3.2) at any point
in f_ can then be obtained from the representation (4.1).
One useful fact to note is the following. Let u0 be a harmonic function on Ft with
Neumann data ¢. The same reasoning used to derive the integral equations for u shows that
uo satisfies the boundary integral equation
+ _a u0(y) r(x,y)ds v = foaV(x,y)_,(y)dsy (4.8)
for x E 0f_. A unique solution again requires a normalization such as foa uo ds = 0. If x C ft
then uo(x) can be represented
Uo(X) = foa (u°(Y) _----_yF(x'Y) - r(x,y)¢(y))ds_. (4.9)
Let v denote the difference u - u0. Combining equation (4.5) with (4.8) and combining (4.6)
with equation (4.9), we find that v satisfies
lv(x)+ fo v(Y)O-o_F(x'y)dsv- _'_ f_ F(z,y)Ck(y)ds v =- O, x E Oft (4.10)
2 f2 k=l k
k=l
--Uo(X), X _ (71
where Ck denotes the jump in the normal derivative °v across c_k. Note that this is the
same as the jump in °--u since u0 is smooth in f_. The conditions0v
f Czds = 0, l=l,...n, (4.1l)
fo v ds = O,f_
are also still enforced. Equations (4.10) and (4.11) provide a means of directly computing
the perturbation v = u - u0 caused by the presence of the cracks. This formulation is more
advantageous than the original formulation since we will use singular boundary data ¢. The
function v = u - u0, however, is smooth up to Oft and hence avoids any of the problems
associated with the lack of regularity of _. Moreover, for the specific two-electrode Neumann
data (and a domain in the form of a balK, as considered later) we have a closed form solution
for u0.
Having derived the boundary integral formulation we now briefly discuss how we discretize
it by means of the so-called NystrSm method. Suppose that the boundary of the region Q
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is parameterized by z(t) = (zl(t),z2(t)), 0 < t < 1. Let each crack _k be parameterized by
z(t) for k < t < k + 1. In terms of this parameterization,
written as
/0'
and
K(s,t)¢(t)dt- _ /kT1G(s,_)¢(_)d_
k=l Jk
k=l Jk
equations (4.10) and (4.11) can be
= O, s ¢ [0,1) (4.12)
= • [t,l+
tt+'¢(t)]z'(t)ldt = O, l= 1,...,n,
fo'¢(t)lz'(t)[dt = 0
where K(s,t)= o-_F(z(s),z(t))Iz'(t)[ and G(s,t)= F(z(s),z(t))lz'(t)[. The functions v and
Ck have also been replaced by the single function ¢ defined on [0, n + 1] by ¢(t) = v(z(t))
for t C [0, 1), ¢(t)= Ck(z(t) for t E [k,k + 1).
Let tj and wj, j = 1,...,m, denote the nodes and weights of a quadrature rule on [0, 1],
so that
]o' mf(t)dt _ _-_wjf(tj)
j=l
for reasonably smooth functions f(t). Nystr5m's method for solving an integral equation of
the form
/o1_(s) + K(s,t)¢(t)dt = f(s)
consists of replacing the integral by a quadrature rule to obtain
m
_(s) + y_ K(s, tj)oJj_(tj) = f(s).
j=l
Letting s assume the values tl,...,tm we obtain the m × m linear system
¢i + _ KijCj = fi i = 1,..., m
j=l
where ¢i = _(ti), Kij = K(ti,tj)wj and fi = f(ti). The intention is that _i = &(ti) _ ¢(ti).
A complete treatment of NystrSm's method for second kind Fredholm equations can be found
in [2].
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For a first kind integral equation with a smoothkernel,
/0'rh-¢ -- 1((_,t)¢(t)_t = I(_),
direct discretization usually leads to a linear system which is very poorly conditioned. This
stems from the fact that the corresponding inverse operator T/_ 1 is unbounded on whatever
space the equation is posed, typically C(0, 1) or L2(0, 1). The singular values of the operator
T_- approach zero rapidly, so that the solution ¢ is extremely sensitive with respect to f or to
noise on the right hand side of the equation. The smoother the kernel, the faster the singular
values decay and the poorer is the conditioning of the linear, system. The solution of first
kind integral equations therefore often requires some kind of regularization. As discussed
in [5], however, if the kernel If(s,t) is singular enough on the diagonal s = t, reasonable
results can be obtained from a direct discretization of the equation, without regularization.
In the case of equations (4.12) the first kind portion of the equations (on the cracks) have
a logarithmic singularity along the diagonal s = t, and hence regularization should not be
necessary. We have applied NystrSm's method directly to the equations. The linear systems
obtained in this manner have good conditioning and in all test cases in which we have a
closed form solution, this method has produced solutions in complete agreement with the
closed form solution.
To apply Nystr6m's method to the equations (4.12), we replace the integrals over the
intervals [l, l + 1], l = 0,..., n, with the quadrature rule and then let s assume the values
l + ti, i = 1,...,m, l = 0,...,n. This yields the following linear system in the variables
(_O1,.-.,¢Om, ¢ll,...,¢nm,Cl,..-,Cn:
l m _
-_¢oi + _ K(t_,tj)wj¢oj - _ _ G(ti, k + tj)wjCkj = O, (4.13)
j=l k=l j=l
i = 1,...,m
m n m
K(t + t,,t_)_j_oj - _ _ a(t + t_,k+ tj)_jCkj- _, = -_0(_(t + t,)),
j=l k=l j=l
i= 1,...,m, l = 1,...,n
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and
_¢ljcojlz'(l+tj)l=O , l = 1,...,n,
j=l
¢0j jlz%)l = 0,
j=l
where the intention is that Ckj _ ¢(k+tj) and G _ ck. In this formulation there are actually
mn+rn+n+ 1 equations for the mn+m+n unknowns Ckj, k = 0,... ,n, j = 1,... ,m and
_?k, k = 1,... n. However, a careful analysis shows that the first m equations have a linear
dependency (the coefficients sum to zero) so that any one of them, e.g., the first, can be
dropped. This gives a linear system of mn + m + n equations for the unknowns Ckj and ck.
One need not use the same quadrature rule on the boundary of f_ and the cracks.
Since the solution is smooth on 0_, we allocate evenly spaced nodes there by _i "_ i/7_,,
i = 0,... ,m - 1. The weights are simply wi = 1/m, corresponding to the trapezoidal rule
on the closed curve 0ft. On each crack ¢ will typically have r -1/2 singularities at the end-
points and so a quadrature rule is chosen which places more nodes near these singularities
(but not actually at the endpoints). If the linear crack with endpoint at (a, b), angle 0 and
length )_ is parameterized as (a + t)_ cos 0, b + t)_ sin 0), 0 <_ t < 1, then the nodes are chosen
as (assuming m is even)
f(i -
771
ti= 1/2), i= 1,...,--2,
77Z
and t, = 1 -tm-_+_ for i = _ + 1,...,rn, where f(x) = 2q-_x q and q is a positive number.
The parameter q controls the spacing of the nodes with q > 1 causing the nodes to "bunch
up" near 0 and 1. We have used q = 2.5. The weights c0i are chosen as
/ ½(ta +t2), i= 1
wi= i=2, .,m-1½(t,+l- t,_l), ..
1
1 - i(t_-1 + tin), i = m
corresponding to a midpoint rule with variably spaced nodes. We have used 60 nodes on
both 0f_ and each crack.
One difficulty with discretizing equations (4.12) is the presence of the logarithmic singu-
larity in the first kind portion of the equations along the diagonal s = t. We deal with this
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by usinga simple form of product integration basedon our quadrature rule. See[2], Section
3.2,for moredetails.
5 The Jacobian and Newton's Method
We recall that a central part of our crack reconstruction algorithm is to find a solution of
the 4n x 4n system
Gk(2) = F(E,¢_k,w_k)- F(E',¢_k,w_.k ) (5.1)
= F(_,¢_k,W_k)--f(¢_k,W_k), k=l,...,n.
Here the four components of F(_, ¢, w) are given by
fo Ow(Ou(E,¢)---_u ds i= 1,... 4,F(2, _, w (_)) = a
where u solves (3.2) and w(0 are the functions from (3.9)-(3.11). If we use the vector Q c IR 4_
to describe the crack configuration Z and we parameterize 0(f_ \ 2) as described in the last
section, then the discretized version of each of these components becomes
Ow
k(Q, ¢, w) = _ uj--_u(tj)lz (tj)l_j (5.2)
j----1
where tj is the jth node for NystSm's method on 0f_, wj is the corresponding weight. The
variables uj are given by uj = Uo(tj) + ¢0j, where ¢oj form the first part of the solution to
the system (4.13).
Our approximate method for the solution of (5.1) is a variation of Newton's method. For
that we need an effective method for the calculation of the Jacobian. If q denotes one of the
components of Q, differentiation of the expression (5.2) yields
Oq \ Oq _(tj) + ujj=l N -g_(tj) Iz'(tj)l_j (5.3)
=5(0 o 0w 0(0m))j=l Oq _(tj) "t- ('U,0(tj) -t- ¢Oj)_ _(tj) Izt(tj)[(..dj.
Here we have assumed that [z' I is independent of q on 0f_ and, as mentioned previously,
we have ignored the functional dependence of the applied current flux ¢ on Y; (this in
2O
particular gives that 2_uo_= 0). Note that the functions w defined by (3.9)- (3.11) are indeedOq
differentiable with respect to the parameters describing the cracks.
To evaluate 0r from equation (5.3) we therefore need to calculate 0e the derivatives of57 o--7,
the solution to (4.13) with respect to the parameters which describe the cracks. These can
be computed with little additional effort. Let the linear system (4.13) be written in the form
A(Q)¢(Q) = f(Q) (5.4)
where A(Q) is the mn+ m + n by mn+ m + n matrix appearing in (4.13), f(Q) c IR '''_+'_+'_
is the right hand side, and ¢(Q) E IRm'_+m+'_ is the solution to the system (including the
constants c). Of course all of these quantities depend on the parameters Q. Differentiation
of equation (5.4) with respect to any one of the parameters of Q and use of the fact that
o_0 = 0 gives
Oq
&b Of OA OA
A (Q ) _q - -_q Oq ¢ (Q ) =--_q ¢(Q), (5.5)
so the derivative satisfies a linear equation of exactly the same form as 4; but with a different
right hand side. Once (5.4) has been solved for ¢(Q) (e.g., by LU decomposition), equation
(5.5) can be solved for _ by simply computing the right hand side and reusing the LU
decomposition.
Below is a global description of our algorithm for crack reconstruction. We denote by
_i i n
= {aj}k=x the estimated cracks at the ith stage of the algorithm, and by Qi we denote
the corresponding set of parameters.
1. Make an initial guess £0, set i = 0.
i
2. Select the maximally sensitive two-electrode fluxes ¢_q, corresponding to the cracks _rk,
k = 1,...,n, in the sense defined in section 3.
3. Measure (simulate) the boundary voltage data for each flux and compute f(_bo;, woi),
k= 1,...,n.
4. Compute the voltage data for each flux at E = E i and compute F(Ei,_bo_,w,_,),
k= 1,...,n.
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5. Compute Gk(E _) = F(Ei,_h_,w_)- f(_b_,w_,), k = 1,...,n. Let G(E) denote the
vector of all residuals{ak(r)} :, (a 4n-vector). If a(Z (= a(Q'))is su ciently
small, terminate with the answer E = E _.
6. Compute the approximate Jacobian J_ = "DQG(Q)[Q=Q,", in the sense described ear-
lier.
7. Compute the Newton update 5Q_ by solving J_SQ _= -G(@).
8. Update Qi+_ = Q_ + 5Qi, i = i + 1, and go to step 2.
In our implementation of Newton's method, as in [15], we solve the linear system
J_SQ_ = -G(Q i)
subject to the constraint
liA(SQi)ll _< p
where A is an appropriately chosen diagonal weighting matrix and p a specified parame-
ter. This constrained problem is solved in the least squares sense by means of a Lagrange
multiplier method as outlined in [11]. The constraint on the update markedly improves the
behavior of Newton's method far from the solution.
It should be mentioned that we also constrain the cracks to lie inside the domain f_;
if the algorithm attempts to move a crack outside f/ we perform a simple reflection of the
endpoint(s) that lie outside to get get the updated crack fully inside f_. The algorithm very
rarely attempts to move a crack outside the domain (unless the data based on which we
perform the reconstruction is generated from a collection of cracks, at least which of one lies
very near the boundary). Our implementation will also allow the cracks to intersect each
other; the integral equation formulation continues to make sense in this case, although in
practice one must be careful when dealing with the logarithmic singularities which arise as
a result of the intersection. We deal with this by again using a form of product integration.
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6 Computational Experiments
We have performed a significant amount of computational experimentation with the algo-
rithm we have developed. In this section we briefly describe five such experiments which
we find to be representative. The experiments are all performed on simulated data. It is
our goal to eventually try our algorithm oi1 actual experimental data. A project to build
an experimental setup and a data gathering device is currently in progress [10]. To go part
of the way towards reconstruction based on real data, the last of the experiments described
here pertains to simulated data with a built-in level of noise.
The domain on which the reconstruction is performed is in all cases tile unit disk. The
graphics by means of which we illustrate the progress of the algorithm is the same for all
experiments. Each step in the iteration is illustrated by a picture containing two copies of
the unit disk. The disk on the left depicts the previously estimated locations of the cracks
(a set of line segments) as well as the boundary locations of the optimally sensitive electrode
locations. The electrode locations are marked with small circles; the circle corresponding to
P0 has been darkened. It is voltage data corresponding to the currents generated by these
electrode locations that are used for the iterative update. The updated estimates of the
crack locations are shown as solid line segments in the disk on the right. The true cracks
which the algorithm seeks to reconstruct, i.e., the cracks from which the simulated boundary
voltage data is generated, are shown as dashed line segments (or dashed circular arcs) in the
disk on the right.
In our first experiment the simulated data comes from three cracks, two of which are
very near the boundary. They are each 0.05 units away from the boundary. The cracks have
lengths 0.25, 0.3 and 0.35. We start the reconstruction procedure by attempting to fit the
simulated data with data generated from a single crack. As the initial guess we select a crack
joining the points (-0.2, 0.2) to (-0.2, 0.6). Figure la shows the first step of the iteration.
After 31 steps the algorithm has found a root for the system of four functionals and reduced
the residual error (IG(Q)I) to 8.94 x 10 -la. Figure lb shows step 31 of tile iteration.
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Figure l a: Iteration 1: one crackfitted to three crack boundary data.
Figure lb: Iteration 31: one crack fitted to three crack boundary data.
Figure lc: Iteration 1: two cracks fitted to three crack boundary data.
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Figure ld: Iteration 18: two cracksfitted to threecrack boundary data.
Figure le: Iteration 10: three cracksfitted to threecrack boundary data.
Figure lf: Iteration 24: three cracksfitted to three crackboundary data.
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!Figure lg: Iteration 19: four cracks fitted to three crack boundary data.
At this point it is not possible, based on four functionals, to determine whether the
simulated boundary voltage data comes from just a single crack or several more. The only
way to determine this is to try to fit more functionals. We take the crack shown in the right
disk in Figure lb and divide it into two cracks by cutting out a piece 1/10 of the length at
the center. The two resulting cracks are now used as the initial guess for our algorithm based
oil 8 functionals. The first step of the two-crack iteration is show in Figure lc. After 18
steps the "two-crack iteration" has found a root to the 8-variable system and has reduced the
residual error to 6.9 × 10 -16. The final step is shown in Figure ld. Finally we take the largest
of the two cracks from the right disk in Figure ld, divide it into two pieces (by cutting out
the middle 1/10), and give the resulting three cracks as initial guess to our algorithm based
on 12 functionals. This "three crack iteration" locates the root after 24 steps, reducing the
residual error to 2.0 x 10 -11. Steps 10 and 24 of this iteration are shown in Figure le and
Figure If, respectively. If at this point we take and divide one of the three cracks again and
give the resulting four cracks as an initial guess to our algorithm based on 16 functionals,
then one of two things is likely to happen: 1) these new four crack will remain essentially
where the three cracks already are (and the residual will be very small) 2) the algorithm will
shrink one of the cracks to zero length and the three remaining will stay as before. In the
latter case the residual will not become quite as small since we impose a lower limit (of 0.01 )
on the length of the cracks. In both cases the behavior clearly indicates that three cracks
are the right number to fit the data (also for 16 functionals). Figure lg shows step 19 in a
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"four crack iteration" wherethe largestcrack in Figure If hasbeendivided into two pieces.
As is evident the latter of the two possibilities from before emerges(tile residual after 19
stepsis 5.2 × 10-4).
The strategyfor gradually increasingthe numberof cracksasoutlined abovehasemerged
after a significant amount of numericalexperimentation with many setsof simulated data.
The alternate strategy: to initially guessa sufficientnumberof cracks and then let the itera-
tions proceed to convergence has generally shown itself to lead to much slower convergence.
Our method based on the use of only a few functionals and the adaptive movemei_t of elec-
trodes has in many of our experiments proven itself to be superior to a least squares fitting
algorithm (using the entire set of boundary voltage data, but a fixed set of electrodes). Our
experience with this least squares approach has been that, except for the one crack case,
it requires a very accurate initial guess in order to converge to the correct solution. For
multiple cracks the least squares functional appears to contain many local minima.
This is not to say that our approach may not occasionally be somewhat slower than indi-
cated by the previous example. We illustrate this with a reconstruction based on simulated
data from four cracks. Figure 2a shows the first step using a single crack (four function-
als). After 17 steps our algorithm finds a root with the residual reduced to 1.72 x ]0 -14.
However, as seen in Figure 2b (which shows the final iteration) the single crack that is con-
sistent with the four functionals does not lie near any of the four cracks that were used
to generate the data. We now divide this single crack into two by cutting out the middle
1/10. Using the resulting two cracks as initial guess our algorithm based on 8 functionals
now takes a considerable number of steps before the residual is even reasonably small (and
the cracks are of reasonable size). Figures 2c and 2d show iterations 99 and 198, respec-
tively. We take the two cracks after 198 iterations and divide each of them into two using
the same method as before. The resulting four cracks are provided as initial guess for our
algorithm based on 16 functionals. Iterations 50 and 115 of this process are shown in Fig-
ures 2e and 2f, respectively. After 127 iterations a root is found and the residual has been
reduced to 1.65 x 10 -_4. Even though the algorithm is extremely slow it does ultimately
converge. It would require an extremely accurate initial guess to get the least squares algo-
rithm we described before to converge. For comparison figure 2g shows the eleventh and final
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Figure 2a: Iteration 1: one crackfitted to four crackboundary data.
Figure 2b: Iteration 17: one crackfitted to four crack boundary data.
Figure 2c: Iteration 99: two cracksfitted to four crack boundary data.
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Figure 2d: Iteration 198: two cracks fitted to four crack boundary data.
Figure 2e: Iteration 50: four cracks fitted to four crack boundary data.
Figure 2f: Iteration 115: four cracks fitted to four crack boundary data.
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Figure 2g: Least squares, iteration 11: four cracks fitted to four crack data.
iterate of a least squares approach. This computation was done using the full boundary
data and a Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm as outline in ill]. The initial guess used (con-
sisting of four cracks) is the same as that used for figures 2e and 2f. The least squares
approach quickly locates a local minimum and terminates. The four cracks that are used
appear to merge into two.
Frequently in practice there are either a fairly limited number of well-separated cracks,
or many cracks clustered in certain locations. Figures 3a and 3b show the first iteration
and the fifth iteration using our algorithm with one crack (and four functionals) to fit simu-
lated data coming from l0 cracks located in two clusters. A root is found at the fifth iteration
Figure 3a: Iteration 1: one crack fitted to ten crack boundary data.
3O
Figure 3b: Iteration 5: one crackfitted to ten crack boundary data.
Figure 3c: Iteration 15: two cracksfitted to ten crack boundary data.
Figure 3d: Iteration 99: three cracksfitted to ten crack boundary data.
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guessto the "four crackversion" of our algorithm. Figure 4d showsiteration 50 usingfour
cracks. The algorithm has not yet located a root. The two longest cracks,which already
emergeafter 13 iterations, provide a reasonableapproximation to the curved crack. One of
the two shorter cracksstays closeto the circular arc (and the two large cracks) the other
oneseeksto exit the domain; the programapparently cannotadjust them to find a root, but
there is a lower boundon their length, sothey cannot entirely disappear.
In the final examplewe have taken data generated by a two cracks and added 10%
noise. The noiseadded is independentand gaussianwith a zero mean and standard de-
viation equal to 1/10 the mean squarevalue of u - u0 on Of'/, where u is the potential
Figure 5a: Iteration 1: two crack fitted to two crack data, 10 percent noise.
Figure 5b: Iteration 24: two crack fitted to two crack data, 10 percent noise.
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and u0 is the harmonic function with the same flux as u. In figure 5a we show the first
iteration. Figure 5b shows the 24th iteration, at which point the algorithm terminates hav-
ing found a root. Figure 5c shows the result of taking the final crack locations in figure
5b and using them as an initial guess to a least-squares minimization routine. This rou-
tine uses a fixed set of electrodes, those from the last iteration of our algorithm. These
are presumably close to the most sensitive electrode locations for the given cracks. The
Levenberg-Marquardt routine reduces the total least-squares residual from 0.085 to 0.032 in
13 iterations and improves the estimate of the crack locations.
Figure 5c:
percent noise.
Least squares, iteration 13: two crack fitted to two crack data, 10
7 Summary
In this paper we have developed a very efficient algorithm for the reconstruction of a collec-
tion of cracks based on electrostatic boundary measurements. We use a "dual" variational
formulation for the forward electrostatic problem, and solve this numerically by means of a
NystrSm's approximation of the corresponding boundary integral equations. Our reconstruc-
tion is based on adaptively changing the current patterns, so as to maximize the sensitivity
of the measured voltage differences. Our reconstruction is based on a limited set of aver-
ages of the boundary voltage measurements as opposed to the entire set of measurements;
this should lead to greater efficiency and less rigidity. The algorithm is currently entirely
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two-dimensional,but it shouldbe very interesting to extend it to three dimensions.At this
point we have only investigated the behavior of the algorithm when usedon "synthetic"
data (including data with noise). It should be very interesting to apply the algorithm to
data coining from "real" experiments. Frequently cracksappearas clustersof many small
(microscopic) cracks; our algorithm, when applied to data generatedby clustersof small
cracks,often very successfullylocatesa set consistingof a few, well-separatedcracks. In this
context it shouldbe extremely interestingto analyzein what sensethis reflectsthe behavior
of the forward problem. To bemorespecific: it should be interesting to study in what sense
a clusterof small (microscopic)cracksin an appropriate limit approachesa single (lumped)
macroscopiccrack.
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